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SUN SAFETY
Save Your Skin!
S

un safety is never out
of season. Summer’s
arrival means it’s time
for picnics, trips to the pool
and beach—and a spike in
the number of sunburns. But
winter skiers and fall hikers
should be as wary of the sun’s
rays as swimmers. People who
work outdoors need to take
precautions, too.
The need for sun safety has become
clearer over the past 30 years. Studies show that exposure to the sun
can cause skin cancer. Harmful rays
from the sun—and from sunlamps
and tanning beds—may also cause
eye problems, weaken your immune
system, and give you skin spots, wrinkles, or “leathery” skin.
Sun damage to the body is caused
by invisible ultraviolet (UV) radiation. People recognize sunburn as a
type of skin damage caused by the
sun. Tanning is also a sign of the skin
reacting to potentially damaging UV
radiation by producing additional
pigmentation that provides it with
some—but often not enough—protection against sunburn.
To remind everyone to protect their
skin and health while enjoying the
outdoors, the National Council on
Skin Cancer Prevention (NCSCP) has
designated May 25, 2012 as “Don’t
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Fry Day.” The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Environmental
Protection Agency, advisory members
of the council, are helping spread the
word on sun safety.
Whatever our skin color, we’re all
potentially susceptible to sunburn
and other harmful effects of exposure to UV radiation. Although we all
need to take precautions to protect our
skin, people who need to be especially
careful in the sun are those who have
tQBMFTLJO
tCMPOE SFE PSMJHIUCSPXOIBJS
tCFFOUSFBUFEGPSTLJODBODFS
tBGBNJMZNFNCFSXIPTIBETLJODBODFS
If you take medicines, ask your health
care professional about sun-care precautions; some medications may
increase sun sensitivity.

Reduce Time in the Sun
It’s important to limit sun exposure
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., when
the sun’s rays are strongest. Even on
an overcast day, up to 80 percent of
the sun’s UV rays can get through the
clouds. Stay in the shade as much as
possible throughout the day.

Dress with Care
Wear clothes that protect your body. If
you plan on being outside on a sunny
day, cover as much of your body as
possible. Wear a wide-brimmed hat,
long sleeves, and pants. Sun-protective clothing is now available. However, FDA only regulates such products if the manufacturer intends to
make a medical claim. Consider using
an umbrella for shade.

Be Serious about Sunscreen
Check product labels to make sure
you get
tBiTVOQSPUFDUJPOGBDUPSw 41' 
of 15 or more. SPF represents the
degree to which a sunscreen can
protect the skin from sunburn.
ti CSPBETQFDUSVNwQSPUFDUJPOTVOscreen that protects against all types
of skin damage caused by sunlight
tXBUFSSFTJTUBODFTVOTDSFFOUIBU

Slip! Slop! Slap! Wrap!
The National Council on Skin Cancer
Prevention has designated the Friday
before Memorial Day as “Don’t Fry Day.”
The goal? To make sure people stay safe
in the sun and protect their skin while
enjoying the outdoors—on “Don’t Fry
Day” and every day.
Here’s why. Skin cancer is on the rise
in the United States; the American
Cancer Society estimates that one
American dies every hour from skin
cancer. In 2012 alone, the American
Cancer Society estimates there will be
more than 76,250 new cases of malignant melanoma, the most serious form
of skin cancer.

stays on your skin longer, even if it
gets wet. Reapply water-resistant sunscreens as instructed on the label

Tips for Applying Sunscreen
t"QQMZUIFSFDPNNFOEFEBNPVOU
evenly to all uncovered skin,
especially your lips, nose, ears,
neck, hands, and feet.
t"QQMZTVOTDSFFONJOVUFT
before going out in the sun.
t*GZPVEPOUIBWFNVDIIBJS BQQMZ
sunscreen to the top of your head,
or wear a hat.
t3FBQQMZBUMFBTUFWFSZUXPIPVST
t(JWFCBCJFTBOEDIJMESFOFYUSB
care in the sun. Ask a health care
professional before applying
sunscreen to children under 6
months old.
t"QQMZTVOTDSFFOUPDIJMESFOPMEFSUIBO
6 months every time they go out.

Protect the Eyes
Sunlight reflecting off snow, sand, or
water further increases exposure to
UV radiation and increases your risk
of developing eye problems.
Tips for eye-related sun safety include:
t8IFOCVZJOHTVOHMBTTFT MPPLGPS
a label that specifically offers 99
to 100 percent UV protection.
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“Don’t Fry Day” offers simple steps that
you and your family can take to prevent
sun-related skin cancer, such as:
t4MJQPOBTIJSU
t4MPQPOTVOTDSFFOPG41'PS
higher
t4MBQPOBXJEFCSJNNFEIBU
t8SBQPOTVOHMBTTFT
For more information on resources available for “Don’t Fry Day” and skin safety,
visit www.skincancerprevention.org.

t&ZFXFBSTIPVMECFMBCFMFE
“sunglasses.” Otherwise, you can’t
be sure they will offer enough
protection.
t1SJDJFSTVOHMBTTFTEPOUFOTVSF
greater UV protection.
t" TLBOFZFDBSFQSPGFTTJPOBMUPUFTU
your sunglasses if you don’t know
their level of UV protection.
t1FPQMFXIPXFBSDPOUBDUMFOTFT
that offer UV protection should
still wear sunglasses.
t8SBQBSPVOETVOHMBTTFTPGGFSUIF
most protection.
t$IJMESFOTIPVMEXFBSSFBMTVO
glasses (not toy sunglasses!) that
indicate the UV protection level.

Find this and other Consumer
Updates at www.fda.gov/
ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates
Sign up for free e-mail
subscriptions at www.fda.gov/
consumer/consumerenews.html
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Fly like a fighter: Engine shutdown

On a broken to overcast day in Germany, I climbed into the cockpit of an F-15 that recently had an engine
change to conduct a maintenance test flight. Prior to takeoff, I would individually run each engine from idle to
military, record the spool up time, light the afterburners, and record engine temperature and oil pressure at
different power settings. Everything looked fine, so I lit both afterburners, released brakes, and began my
takeoff roll. Because of the cloud deck that went from 3,000 feet to 10,000 feet, I couldn’t do the normal
maximum performance climb straight up, so once I turned on course I moved the throttles out of afterburner to
military (full) power and continued my climb. Passing through 5,000 feet, I scanned my engine instruments
and noticed that all the needles were not parallel. The right oil pressure was low—really low, indicating only
about 3 psi.
In trying to troubleshoot the problem, my first thought was that the gauge or
transmitter was not working correctly. I had just done two minutes of engine
runups and testing on the runway before takeoff, and everything was fine. The
engine seemed to be running normally otherwise, and my climb speed and climb
rate also seemed normal indicating that I was getting normal thrust out of the
engine. In any case, I couldn’t continue with the profile so I coordinated for a turn
back toward base.
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I then pulled the right throttle to idle, began my descent, and just adjusted the left throttle for airspeed control.
After a brief discussion with the supervisor of flying, another F-15 pilot working in the control tower as an extra
set of eyes and ears, I shut the right engine down to avoid engine seizure. Engine seizure would have
significantly increased drag, whereas I found the windmilling engine was hardly noticeable and the airplane
flew just fine on one engine. The vectors through the weather and then approach and landing were uneventful.
Flying the F-15 single engine is not a big problem given the high thrust output of each engine.
Once maintenance got the airplane back, it only took them five minutes to determine the problem: The freshly
overhauled engine was never filled with oil before it was put into the airplane. It only had a small amount of oil
left in it for shipping. This was just enough oil to give normal indications during the static engine runup on the
runway prior to takeoff, but with the atmospheric pressure decrease during the climb the oil system just
couldn’t keep up and so the oil pressure decreased to 3 psi. Ultimately the gauge was correct.
There are a couple of lessons here. The first is to play it safe and believe your gauges even if you suspect the
gauge or transmitter is not working, especially engine gauges, and especially in a single-engine airplane. The
second is to stay current on emergency procedures training with engine failures. In the Air Force, we had the
luxury of regularly practicing single-engine procedures in the simulator. Whether you fly single- or multiengine
airplanes, we have all practiced simulated engine-out procedures in our general aviation airplanes. The
question now is when was the last time you practiced these procedures? Maybe it’s time to call your favorite
flight instructor and refresh your skills.
Larry Brown of Colorado Springs, Colo., is a retired Air Force F-15 pilot who is using the lessons he learned
as a fighter pilot as a GA pilot in his Cessna P210. Brown, who has 2,600 hours total time during his 32 years
of flying, also was an instructor pilot and flight examiner in the Air Force T-38 and instructor pilot in the T52, the military’s version of GA’s Diamond DA40. See previous installments of “Fly like a fighter.”
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Summer’s heat, dust and stop-and-go traffic will take their toll on your car or
truck. Add the effects of last winter, and you could
be poised for a breakdown. You can lessen the
odds of mechanical failure through periodic
maintenance. Your vehicle will last longer, have a
higher resale value, and you can survive summer
trips unscathed—physically and financially.
Some of the following tips are easy to do; others
require an auto mechanic.
•

•

•
•

•

Air Conditioning. A marginally operating
system will fail in hot weather. Have the
system examined by a qualified technician.
Cooling System. The greatest cause of summer breakdowns is overheating.
Completely flush the cooling system and refill it every two years.
Periodically check the level, condition and concentration of the coolant.
(Mechanics usually recommend a 50/50 mix of anti-freeze and water.)
Never remove the radiator cap until the engine has thoroughly cooled.
Hoses & Belts. Look closely at every hose you can reach. Replace any that
are cracked, brittle or soft. Do the same for belts.
Oil. Change your oil and oil filter as specified in your manual—more often
(every 3,000 miles) if you make frequent short jaunts, extended trips with
lots of luggage, or tow a trailer.
Engine Performance. Replace other filters (air, fuel, PCV, etc.) as your
manual recommends—more often in dusty conditions. Correct drive
problems (hard starts, rough idling, stalling, diminished power) at a
reputable shop.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

Windshield Wipers. A dirty windshield causes eye fatigue and can be a
hazard. Replace worn blades and keep your windshield-solvent tank filled.
Lights. Inspect all lights and bulbs. Replace burned-out bulbs, and
periodically clean dirt and insects from all lenses. To prevent scratching the
lens, use a soft, dry rag.
Tires. Have your tires rotated about every 5,000 miles. Check tire pressure
once a month. Do it while the tires are "cool," not right after pulling into a
gas station or your driveway. Don’t forget your spare, and be sure the jack
is in good condition. Examine tires for tread life, uneven wearing and
cupping. Check the sidewalls for cuts and nicks. If you have uneven tread
wear or your car pulls to one side, you need an alignment.
Brakes. Follow the recommendation in your owner’s manual on when to
get brakes inspected. Have it done sooner if you notice pulsations,
grabbing, noises, or longer stopping distances.
Battery. Batteries can fail any time of year. The only accurate way to detect
a weak battery is with professional equipment. Routine care: Scrape away
corrosion from posts and cable connections; clean all surfaces; re-tighten
all connections. If battery caps are removable, check the fluid level
monthly. Avoid contact with corrosive deposits and battery acid. Wear eye
protection and rubber gloves.
Emergencies. Carry some basic tools. Also include a first-aid kit, flares and
a flashlight. Consider buying a cellular phone, but please pull off the road
before using it.

MANAGE THE RISKS AND TAKE THE WORD “CRITICAL” OUT OF THE
101 DAYS OF SUMMER. WATCH OUT FOR EACH OTHER. DON’T LET A
BUDDY DO SOMETHING STUPID. WEIGH THE RISKS!!
Mr. Hamm, CAP-USAF
Director of Safety

CAP-USAF Safety Dude
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WILDFIRES

Inspire others to act by being an example yourself, Pledge to Prepare & tell others about it!

More and more people are making their homes in woodland settings - in or near forests, rural areas, or remote mountain sites.
There, homeowners enjoy the beauty of the environment but face the very real danger of wildfire.
Every year across our Nation, some homes survive - while many others do not - after a major wildfire. Those that survive almost
always do so because their owners had prepared for the eventuality of fire, which is an inescapable force of nature in fire-prone
wildland areas. Said in another way - if it's predictable, it's preventable!
Wildfires often begin unnoticed. These fires are usually triggered by lightning or accidents. They spread quickly, igniting brush,
trees, and homes. Reduce your risk by preparing now - before wildfire strikes. Meet with your family to decide what to do and
where to go if wildfires threaten your area. Follow the steps listed below to protect your family, home, and property
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The following are things you can do to protect yourself, your family
and your property in the event of a fire.&&

•

To begin preparing, you should build an emergency kit and
make a family communications plan.

•

Design and landscape your home with wildfire safety in mind.
Select materials and plants that can help contain fire rather than
fuel it.

•

Use fire-resistant or noncombustible materials on the roof and exterior structure of the dwelling, or treat wood or
combustible material used in roofs, siding, decking or trim with fire-retardant chemicals evaluated by a nationally
recognized laboratory, such as Underwriters Laboratories (UL).

•

Plant fire-resistant shrubs and trees. For example, hardwood trees are less flammable than pine, evergreen, eucalyptus
or fir trees.

•

Regularly clean roof and gutters.

•

Inspect chimneys at least twice a year. Clean them at least once a year. Keep the dampers in good working order. Equip
chimneys and stovepipes with a spark arrester that meets the requirements of National Fire Protection Association
Standard 211. (Contact your local fire department for exact specifications.)

•

Use 1/8-inch mesh screen beneath porches, decks, floor areas, and the home itself. Also, screen openings to floors, roof
and attic.

•

Install a dual-sensor smoke alarm on each level of your home, especially near bedrooms; test monthly and change the
batteries at least once each year.

•

Teach each family member how to use a fire extinguisher (ABC type) and show them where it's kept.

•

Keep handy household items that can be used as fire tools: a rake, axe, handsaw or chain saw, bucket and shovel.

•

Keep a ladder that will reach the roof.

•

Consider installing protective shutters or heavy fire-resistant drapes.

•

Clear items that will burn from around the house, including wood piles, lawn furniture, barbecue grills, tarp coverings, etc.
Move them outside of your defensible space.

!"#$%&'()%*#+,)%-,,./
•

Identify and maintain an adequate outside water source such as a small pond, cistern, well, swimming pool, or hydrant.

•

Have a garden hose that is long enough to reach any area of the home and other structures on the property.

•

Install freeze-proof exterior water outlets on at least two sides of the home and near other structures on the property.
Install additional outlets at least 50 feet from the home.

•

Consider obtaining a portable gasoline powered pump in case electrical power is cut off.
Your best resource for proper planning is www.firewise.org which has outstanding information used daily by residents,
property owners, fire departments, community planners, builders, public policy officials, water authorities, architects and
others to assure safety from fire - it really works. Firewise workshops are offered for free all across the nation in
communities large and small and free Firewise materials can be obtained easily by anyone interested.
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If advised to evacuate, do so immediately. Take your disaster supply kit, lock your home and choose a route away from
the fire hazard. Watch for changes in the speed and direction of the fire and smoke. Tell someone when you left and
where you are going.
If you see a wildfire and haven't recieved evacuation orders yet, call 9-1-1. Don't assume that someone else has already
called. Describe the location of the fire, speak slowly and clearly, and answer any questions asked by the dispatcher.
If you are not ordered to evacute, and have time to prepare your home, FEMA recommends you take the following
actions:

•

Arrange temporary housing at a friend or relative’s home outside the threatened area in case you need to
evacuate.

•

Wear protective clothing when outside – sturdy shoes, cotton or woolen clothes, long pants, a long-sleeved
shirt, gloves and a handkerchief to protect your face.

•

Gather fire tools such as a rake, axe, handsaw or chainsaw, bucket and shovel.

•

Close outside attic, eaves and basement vents, windows, doors, pet doors, etc. Remove flammable drapes and
curtains. Close all shutters, blinds or heavy non-combustible window coverings to reduce radiant heat.

•

Close all doors inside the house to prevent draft. Open the damper on your fireplace, but close the fireplace
screen.

•

Shut off any natural gas, propane or fuel oil supplies at the source.

•

Connect garden hoses to outdoor water faucet and fill any pools, hot tubs, garbage cans, tubs or other large
containers with water.

•

Place lawn sprinklers on the roof and near above-ground fuel tanks. Leave sprinklers on and dowsing these
structures as long as possible.

•

If you have gas-powered pumps for water, make sure they are fueled and ready.

•

Place a ladder against the house in clear view.

•

Disconnect any automatic garage door openers so that doors can still be opened by hand if the power goes out.
Close all garage doors.

•

Place valuable papers, mementos and anything "you can't live without" inside the car in the garage, ready for
quick departure. Any pets still with you should also be put in the car.

•

Place valuables that will not be damaged by water in a pool or pond.

•

Move flammable furniture into the center of the residence away from the windows and sliding-glass doors.

•

Turn on outside lights and leave a light on in every room to make the house more visible in heavy smoke.
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The following are guidelines for different circumstances in the period following a fire:

•

Go to a designated public shelter if you have been told to evacuate or you feel it is unsafe to remain in your home. Text
SHELTER + your ZIP code to 43362 (4FEMA) to find the nearest shelter in your area (example: shelter 12345).

•

If you are with burn victims, or are a burn victim yourself, call 9-1-1 or seek help immediately; cool and cover burns to
reduce chance of further injury or infection.

•

If you remained at home, check the roof immediately after the fire danger has passed. Put out any roof fires, sparks or
embers. Check the attic for hidden burning sparks.

•

For several hours after the fire, maintain a "fire watch." Re-check for smoke and sparks throughout the house.

•

If you have evacuated, do not enter your home until fire officials say it is safe.

•

If a building inspector has placed a color-coded sign on the home, do not enter it until you get more information, advice
and instructions about what the sign means and whether it is safe to enter your home.

•

If you must leave your home because a building inspector says the building is unsafe, ask someone you trust to watch
the property during your absence.

•

Use caution when entering burned areas as hazards may still exist, including hot spots, which can flare up without
warning.

•

If you detect heat or smoke when entering a damaged building, evacuate immediately.

•

If you have a safe or strong box, do not try to open it. It can hold intense heat for several hours. If the door is opened
before the box has cooled, the contents could burst into flames.

•

Avoid damaged or fallen power lines, poles and downed wires.

•

Watch for ash pits and mark them for safety—warn family and neighbors to keep clear of the pits also.

•

Watch animals closely and keep them under your direct control. Hidden embers and hot spots could burn your pets’
paws or hooves.

•

Follow public health guidance on safe cleanup of fire ash and safe use of masks.

•

Wet debris down to minimize breathing dust particles.

•

Wear leather gloves and heavy soled shoes to protect hands and feet.

•

Cleaning products, paint, batteries and damaged fuel containers need to be disposed of properly to avoid risk.

•

Discard any food that has been exposed to heat, smoke or soot.

•

Do NOT use water that you think may be contaminated to wash dishes, brush teeth, prepare food, wash hands, make ice
or make baby formula.

•

Remain calm. Pace yourself. You may find yourself in the position of taking charge of other people. Listen carefully to
what people are telling you, and deal patiently with urgent situations first.
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FAA Safety Team | Safer Skies Through
Education
What Does Roger Really Mean?
Notice Number: NOTC3893
For most of us, we learned to use the word "Roger" early in our aviation career. We learned that it simply
means that we heard and understand what the other person said. We were clearly taught that it connotes no
permission or authorizations. For whatever reason, we then go through our career or hobby of flying and hardly
ever use that word. And we seldom hear it spoken by ATC!
So what happens when we have a problem on the airfield and we tell ATC that we need to do something and
they say "Roger?" What does that mean? Let me give you a recent example.
A C-210 received ATC clearance to taxi via Taxiway Juliette and to cross Runway 1/19. En-route, the C210 pilot advised ATC that the aircraft just blew a tire. The pilot requested to exit the aircraft to inspect
the wheel. The Tower authorized the pilot's request and asked the pilot to advise if he needed help.
At this time, a C-172 reported inbound with a request for full stop landings or touch and go's on Runway
1. The tower cleared the C172 as requested. (Can you see the Runway Incursion scenario developing?)
The C-210 pilot came back on the frequency stating he had a wheel come apart. The Tower asked his
intentions, and the C210 pilot said if he moved the aircraft it would do damage and requested to go to an
FBO. (Getting to the FBO from the damaged C-210 would require a runway crossing.) The Tower
responded "roger." The pilot responded, “Thank you very much.”
The Tower then observed two men on foot walking towards the runway. The tower called the C-210
several times with no response. The Tower, after observing the men crossing the actual runway told the
inbound C-172 to go around and enter right traffic for Runway 1, later changing clearance to land on
Runway 5.
It appears to me that with the additional stress caused by the blown tire, when the pilot made his request to go
to the FBO, he expected the Tower to give him a "Yes" or a "No", and when the Tower replied with a simple,
"Roger," he forgot his early training that "Roger" is not an authorization -- and started hiking!
Fortunately, the pilot of the C-172 executed a proper go-around and landed safely on another runway.
The Aeronautical Information Manual is the authoritative source for proper aviation communications. You might
want to take an opportunity to review communication procedures in the AIM:
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/aim/. But most of all, remember your early training - "Roger"
only means that someone heard what was said; it does not give authority to do something.
Remember that crossing any runway, whether in an airplane, a vehicle, or on foot, always requires a specific
authorization from ATC.
Have a safe and enjoyable Summer of Flying!
This notice is being sent to you because you selected "General Information" in your preferences on FAASafety.gov. If you wish to adjust your selections, log into
https://www.faasafety.gov/Users/pub/preferences.aspx where you can update your preferences.
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STAFF POSITION OPENING!!!!

National Safety Director is looking for a Senior Member that is cadet oriented or was a
cadet themselves to develop a Cadet Safety Officer team. This position will be part of the
National Safety team. All interested parties submit your resume to Safety@capnhq.gov

Col Charles Greenwood Col Robert Castle
GLR/SE
SWR/SE
cgreenwo@bsu.edu
rcastle@cox.net

Lt Col Bill Woody
SER/SE
wawoody@att.net

Col Charles Glass
MER/SE
csglass@juno.com

Lt Col Paul Mondoux
NER/SE
paul@nhplm.org

Lt Col Alex Kay
PCR/SE
bcat417@aol.com

Col Harold D. Brown
NCR/SE
hbrown9425@aol.com!

Lt Col Donald Johanson
RMR/SE
johansondon@msn.com
!
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